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You fell in love with cycling and bicycles will always charm you. You have only one doubt: is this your
life long passion? Is it right to invest a considerable sum of money? The team of engineers of Bianchi
thought just about you with the Bianchi Via Nirone. A high-tech Bianchi bicycle recommended for those
who want to approach great cycling with good technical guarantees. You can easily realize it by looking
at the frame.
Tube profiles are typical of Reparto Corse where the bicycles of champions are made; that’s why this
stiff and light bicycle offers a high-level of performance. The Via Nirone handles and is quick in turns
and acceleration gives you a sense of security. You can easily realize the qualities of  this quick frame
made from 7000 series aluminium alloy. What you need is to stand up on the pedals, push strongly and
enjoy the euphoria that only an excellent frame can give. The geometry is relaxed, allowing the trunk
not to bend too much.
The handlebars guarantee total control and the legs comfortably push on the cranks.
If riding on the flat is not very exciting, things will immediately change on the very first climb as you will
easily get to the top. The twopiecechainset is stiff allowing excellent power transfer. This bicycle gives
you confidence even on the descent: a strong fork; well-balanced front end; the possibility to turn
without oversteering or stressing the brakes. The stability of the frame guarantees security.
You needn’t correct the direction, so you can just have fun. You can easily change the direction without
pushing excessively on the handlebars. That is really an extraordinary feeling from the very first ride.
Components are well-balanced. The Via Nirone 7 Xenon 10sp bicycle is equipped with a world preview
of Campagnolo Xenon group 10 speed and new wheels polish Ursus Countach.
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The futuristic design of Bianchi Via Nirone 7 leaves speechless. Its charming nude style allows you to
make yourself conspicuous like Danilo Di Luca. The original jersey of the 2006 Liquigas team is for free
for all those who will choose the Bianchi Via Nirone Xenon 10sp.

Materials and structure
The revised tube thicknesses give a high performance/weight ratio to this frame constructed from
aeronautic grade 7000 series aluminium alloy (with a tensile strength of 450N/mm2 and a specific
density of 2,7kg/dm3). Double- and triple-butted tubing have an exclusive design from Bianchi Reparto
Corse. The smooth TIG welding gives an excellent aesthetic finish, as well as, avoiding extra strain in
the most stressed areas of the frame. A special anti-corrosion surface treatment, carried out before
painting, ensures long term durability.
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Geometry and sizes

The Via Nirone 7 Xenon 10sp bicycle is available in seven sizes: 46, 50, 53, 55, 57, 59, 61.
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Technical specs

MODEL VIA NIRONE7 Xenon 10sp
CODE
FRAME
FORK
STEM
HANDLEBAR
HEADSET
SPACER
BRAKES
CRANKSET
BBSET
REAR DERAILLEUR
FRONT DERAILLEUR
SHIFTERS
SPROCKET
WHEELS

Y6B86
Via Nirone aluminium 7000 triple and double butted
Bianchi FLN Carbon Alu  11/8"
Bianchi DA-35 3D forged alloy
Itm 330  Super Over
Fsa ZS4 Alloy
Carbon fibre
Campagnolo MirageTM black
Campagnolo XenonTM Compact 10s  50/34
Campagnolo MirageTM 68-110mm
Campagnolo XenonTM 10sp
Campagnolo MirageTM §35mm
Campagnolo ErgopowerTM XenonTM QSTM / EscapeTM 10sp
Campagnolo MirageTM UDTM 10sp 12-25
"Ursus Countach”
- Hub: Forged alloy hub machined with CNC system,
seal ball bearing 2RS type

TIRE
SEATPOST
SADDLE
PEDALS
WATERBOTTLE
BOTTLE CAGE
COLOUR
SIZE

Continental Ultra Sport 700x23 black
Bianchi SP-151  §31,4mm
Selle Italia Initiale
no
Bianchi
Aluminium
DD (Di Luca)
46-50-53-55-57-59-61


